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Questionnaire
Results Prove
Very Little
-
. byllsa Reyvick v
Because of mounting tension feh
by --the" College of Wooster last
Spring, : The Wooster Voice was''
forced to discontinue the Mad Dog
--
,2020 features that had attracted
so much attention to the news-
paper. Unable to let sleeping dogs
"C. lie, last week The Wooster Voice
. issued an MD 2020 Editorial
' Questionnaire to find 'out' the
: students honest" opinion of - the
"
notorious advertisements. The sur- - .
--V vey results were conclusive in-determin- ing
that the student body
is just as equally divided as it ever
'was. ; -- ' ," - -- .
The - survey questions were
scientifically organized by profes-- .
sional survey consultants of Crik--i
vey Incorporated.- - Each question
was' designed to reveal not only
'
. whether or not the person enjoyed
.reading Mad Dog Profiles but to
expose psychological patterns of
typical students on campus. '. . z
The first two questions were :
- comments on each other as well as
a comment on purchasing prac-tice-s
of students. Noteven half of .
the people who objected to they
Profiles had ever even tried. Mad
- Dog. while .70. of those in favor
of cpntinuing the feature had
tasted it. The latter backed up their
" approval by patronizing The
'-
-. Wooster Voice advertisers. "
More than half of those against
:
. the Profiles believe that it is wrong
to " drink ' Mad Dog in polite
company, however, half of them
- either knew of no polite company
on the campus or could not answer
whether or not they knew any .
polite company. Obviously, from
their remarks it can be concluded
that these people have no friends.
' On the other hand. 70 of those
supporting the cause of the Mad
Dog advertisements said that they
knew of no polite company at
r Wooster. jendering the preceding'
question irrelevant. These people
drink it whether it is rude or not.
Those favoring Mad Dog Pro-
files illustrated a greater knowledge
of the beverage and its alternate
-
: cont. onpg. 3 -
Entertainment and
Reveals Preferences
by Lee Reynolds ',
'"v An administrator at the College
'
.
of Wooster recently stated that by
the time students are seniors, they
- will have become accustomed to
spending several hours preparing
seemingly usejess surveys. Al--
Babcock Hall presents the
unique and fun German festival,
Oktoberfest, to aR on the Wooster
campus. A torchlight procession
Win leave Babcock at 8:30 followed t'
by ' the marriage ceremony and
ensuing celebration of polka
lancing, pretzels and beer at 900
n the Babcock dining hall. All oij
Saturday, Oktober 13th. See you
4hexe. ' . .
Constituents Do you know these men? Accurate represen-
tation of the student body necessitates close contact with SGA
reps. Get to know your representatives. Photo by LesB Schwartz.
Under Rowan, SGA Plans AYear
OfActive Participation On Campus
. . . .
"
.-
-. focusing on the issues of student
- oy fiur uiu Maui
.
"The general assembly has an
excellent group of people this
year, who are willing to go back to
their constituents with ideas and
share them," ; proclaims 1" Carol
Rowan, SGA president. It is this
outspokenness, along with the
added recognition given the G.A.
this year that Rowan sees as
providing impetus for SGA.
Many SGA projects are already
well underway, including the
allocation of funds. Totally $2,300,
the distribution of funds to various
groups on campus will be voted on
this Monday' by the G.A. Other
branches of the SGA, such as the
Educational Affairs Committee
(EAC), have begun developing IS.
evaluation forms. Chaired by
Gretchen Johnson, the EAC
consists of 20 students who also
serve on faculty committees. In
addition, the results from, the
Educational Testing Survey (ETS)
done last year by the Social Affairs
Committee have been compiled
and are now on closed reserve in
the library.
Of special interest is a
conference of small, liberal arts
colleges, fet and-- around Ohio,
being sponsored by the SGA,
Nov. 3. Composed of workshops
and speakers, SGA invited 25
schools to 1 attend. ' Aimed at
Social Life Survey.
of COW Students
though this may prove true, a
questionnaire distributed last
Spring has revealed some interest-
ing and useful data. Jeff Kramp,
former Freshman Scholar with
SAB, spent several hours prepar-
ing, distributing, and tabulating a
purvey entitled: "A Questionnaire
jon Student Activities and Student
Involvement at the College of
IWooster." After analyzing this
iuryey the overall results revealed --
hat students felt active in Wooster
programming and would become
more active were it not for time
constraints. -
Most of - the questions were
concerned with how students per- -
--
. cont. on pg. 3
government, Rowan hopes to see
current issues, such as energy,
addressed as weH
.
-
:: '. cont. on pg. 8
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Newly elected SGA reps: from left front: Jared McKee, Marilyn
- High, Linda Mortensen. Back: Kenny Griffin, Wendy Myers, Bob
Hoffman. .
SGA Endorses Student Resolution
In Protest of Peacetime Registration
by Louise A. Blum
SGA approved a resolution
protesting peacetime draft by a
vote of 13-1- 2 last Monday at the
General Assembly meeting. The
resolution; proposed by senior-Joh-n
Rider, reads as follows:
"Be it resolved that we, the SGA
of the College of Wooster, acting
as representatives of our
constituents, do hereby oppose
any return of a peacetime
- mandatory registration for military
conscription (the draft)."
The one-vot- e margin prompted .
much discussion among the SGA
cabinet. Some question was raised
Tuesday as to whether Rider, as
the organizer and presenter of the
material, could legally vote.
Further investigation into SGA's
parliamentary procedure,
however, verified the validityof the
original count, assured Carol
Rowan, president.
Rowan commented on the
election: "I think ifs important that
Hell Week Activities Are
Once Again
by Susie Estill
For the past several decades, the
restructuring of Hell Week has
been an issue which has been in
. the forefront on many occasions.
Since 1964, three or four formal
requests have been .made by
groups in some form or another to
.
end HeB Week as we know it
today. Two years ago, the faculty
In' an overwhelming vote of
" approval, sent a statement to
Campus Council to tell them that
they did not support the actions of
Hell Week. Last May, Dr. Arnold
Lewis placed , a proposal on the
faculty agenda which - requested
that ISC and ICC eliminate, the
hazing and . intimidation of Hell
Week. This proposal, never
reached the floor however, be-
cause no quorum existed when its
turn finally came around at the
meeting last spring.
Monday night at the first faculty
' meeting of this school year, Dr.
" Lewis withdrew his proposal and
;
,
people see that SGA is the place to
. bring issues that concern them
and that they believe concern the
student body." The resolution was
tabled at the Sept. 24 General
Assembly meeting to allow the
representatives time to talk to
their constituents. The results of
the vote, Rowan said, "were what
they heard and understood to be
the feelings of their constituents."
And that, she concluded, "is how
the process should work."
When asked how SGA's
approval of the resolution would
affect the movement against
peacetime draft, Rider responded
that the statement will be sent to
Washington, D.C., where it will aid
lobbying groups.
Rider's interest in the draft was
sparked by two bills: the House
Bill, HR 4040, which would register
all males turning eighteen years
old after Dec. 31, 1980, and the
Senate Bill, S. 109, registering all
males between the ages of 18 and
ronf. onpg. 3
Questioned
explained: l)his reasons for mak
ing the proposal; 2) his reasons for
withdrawing the proposal; and
3) his plans which will eventually
lead to a similar future proposal.
Lewis mentioned four of what
he considers minor reasons why
Hell Week should be changed.
These minor reasons include the
following: ljthe noise and distrac-- .
tions Hell Week activities cause;
2) the food which is wasted in
Galpin parking lot; 3)the actual
and possible physical and mental
harm students Incur; and 4)the
Inability of students to function
academically as they regularly
function as a result of Hell Week
activities and their side effects.
Lewis also gave five major reasons
'to discontinue the current activities
of Hell Week which are: l)the
waste of potential human energy
which could be used to fulfill needs
of the college and surrounding
community; 2)the gap which exists
between Wooster's Institutional
philosophy and Hell Week abuses;
3)the negative methods employed
to induce a common bond rather
than exploring positive ways to
build friendships; and 4)the fact
that organized brutality is becom- -
ing a normal occurrence in today's
world, (i.e. Jews and Cambodians
etc., etc-the- re are many
examples) eliminates it as a
legitimate target for yearly satire.
"The symbolic acts of Hell Week
are no longer a laughing matter,"
asserts Lewis.
Lewis was quick to point out that
the distinctions he made between
major and minor issues .were
entirely his own, and while other
faculty and students may hold the
same overall view of Hell Week,
each person might emphasize
.
different reasons why the concept .
of Hell Week should be changed.
Last spring, after the first faculty
meeting. Dr.' Lewis was invited to
speak to the ISC concerning his
proposal. This event Lewis de-
scribed as "good, polite, but cool
exchange of ideas. No convincing
was done by either party:" Lewis
recognized that this was a poor
time to bring this topic up after ISC
cont. onpg. 7
Frick Art Center
Receives Grant
Wooster, OhioThe College of
Wooster Art Museum has been
awarded a $15,240 Federal grant
from the Institute of Museum
Services (IMS), according to Esther
de Vecsey, curator.
The College Art Museum was
one of 403 museums selected from
more than 1,700 applicants which
submitted proposals to the
Institute.
This "grant wiQ be used for
Museum operating expenses. Dur-
ing the grant period, the Museum
will concentrate on accessioning,
documenting and conserving its
collection of over 7,000 items
according to professional museum
standards.
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Prerogative To RunAds
--
. .
"
.
.
'"-
-
An advertisement run on page six of the September 21 issue of
.
- The Woosier Voice has become a cause for concern for many 'i
faculty members, adrninistrators and the newspaper staff as well.
The ad for Academic Research Papers was therefore temporarily
withheld from last week's issue while The Voice editorial policy for --
advertising could be revised The Wooster Voice has grown
accustomed to the dubious glarewith which the administration so
frequently eyes the campus newspaper, but in this particular -- .
. circumstance The Voice chooses to stare them down. ,
The Wooster Voice contends that advertisements printed in the
paper are chosen solely because of the anticipated financial
revenues, and they do not necessarily reflect opinions or values of
the newspaper staff or of the College of Wooster.. An
advertisement printed in The Wooster Voice does not mean
automatic recommendation of a product 'or service offered or a
guaranteed endorsement. We respond to the accusation that the
' ad for the research paper catalogue indirectly violates the Code of
Academic Integrity by stating that the Code is violated only if a
student purchases the catalogue, orders a paper and submits it
under the guise of a completed class assignment. ,
In the same issue of The Voice, readers were also exposed to an
advertisement where a local merchant offered "free wired papers"
with any purchase over $5.00 and "smokeable frisbees" at a
discount rate. If running this advertisement is an endorsement for
the use of the products available, The Wooster Voice is indirectly
violating the Code of Social Responsibility, not to mention Ohio
state law. We also run ads for local wine merchants while the
. majority of the students on campus are under age. Where is the
Kne between discretion and censorship to be drawn? '
This year The Wooster Voice hopes to financially back each
issue that it prints, for tightening budgets dictate that we do so.
Unless the newspaper receives a sizable endowment we are
forced to try to run it as a business, using our advertising space to
prevent bankruptcy, regardless of whether or not they coincide
with administrative or editorial opinions.
' "
-
.
.
- LV
Vocabulary Building Proves Futile
Dear Editor,
rd like to thank Susie Estill for
teaching me a new word in her
review of the- - Mel Brooks films
showed sic this past weekend. My
curiosity was greatly aroused when
I stumbled across the word
exophathalmatic. It just so hap-
pened that my vocabulary coach
had suggested that I learn an
impressive six-svHab- le world to use
at last weekend's social gatherings.
I ushed to my Webster's with
bated breath, only to discover that
in their rush to proofread Ms.
Estill's article her copy editors had
converted an unpretentious four-syllab- le
word into the very grand
and dignified six-syllab- le word for
which I had so avidly searched.
Disoriented, I read the pronun
ciation guide and definition. Twas
then I discovered that exophthal-
mic was, serendipitously, a presti-
gious synonym for bug-eye- d.
I returned gratefully to the article
only to find that those proofreaders
had added a letter to the ultimate
word of that same unfortunate
sentence. My trusty Webster's
' affirmed that horses which "whin-- .
ney" are, indeed aberrant beasts,"
notwithstanding the circumstances
which precipitate such - odd
behavior.
In the very next paragraph I
recoiled in horror when I found
that those proofreaders had struck
again, this time depicting Mel
Brooks as a comic with the ability
to prevent himself from making a
movie.
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CoL Swiriburn RamblesOri Again
Dear Editor " ,:. ; r
While thinking about this
pleasant season, an old memory
came to mind I recalled a hunting
trip I had taken in the winter of "93
to the
.
Alps. Accompanying me
were my guide, Hans, and a good
friend Sir Arthur Pemberton.
Sir Arthur insisted upon coming
when he found we were going to
the Alps. He didn't particularly '
enjoy hunting, but he liked to climb
mountains. He also liked snowball
. fights, but mat is another story..
We arrived in, Switzerland in --
early January. We had lodgings in
a lodge in the small town of Yodel, :
a place famed for its community
singers. In fact, we had ' scarcely
entered our lodge before an
avalanche was started by the
,
powerful reverberations .. of the"
local church choir; ' ; .
Hans, our guide,-- seemed quite
.
unconcerned by the sudden mis-
fortune and proceeded to 'mix up
some "svensborg",' a delicacy hi
that ' area. Sir Arthur paced,
glancing nervously at ihe roof,
which he felt was destined to cave
I sincerely wish Ms. Estill better ;
luck in the future regarding her
oroofreaders. I also hope that no
editing errors have made - this
literary masterpiece anything less
than the perfection which I 'so
obviously intended.
Allusively yours,
SOentium Beneface
CO.W. 3288574
Social Security 286-46-06- 49
Ohio Driver 316453
Practice House in
Of Paint Job and
Dear Editor,
We would like formally to
register our complaints concerning
the music practice house. The
condition of the house has de-
clined considerably over the sum-
mer. The exterior drainpipes are
broken and consequently there is a
tot of rust discoloration on the
paint. The interior is very
sing. Besides the fact that the
rooms, are rarely cleaned, the
already worn carpet is extremely
musty and the smell is just awful.
Fire Week Here
Columbus, Ohio Governor
James A. Rhodes has officially
proclaimed Oct 7-1- 3 as Fire
Prevention Week throughout
Ohio. "Partners in Fire Preven-
tion," the theme of this year's
observance, sponsored by the
National Fire Protection Associa-
tion, calls attention to the need for
everyone to "think fire safety" not ,
only during mis one week each .
October-b- ut aO year round
Ohio's fire incident reporting
system has now been in operation
by the Marshals' Fire Prevention
Bureau for more than three years.
Already, - 40 other states have .
conLonpg.7
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in. I laughed at his silly fancy and
settled into an armchair made of
reindeer antlers. "Don't be ridicu-
lous," I said "How could this roof
' collapse? It's made of very sturdy
thatch, and there are only a few
tons of snow and ice on it " My
voice trailed off and I began to
pace with Sir Arthur. :
V Presently there was a knock orr
the door. Hans looked up from his
barrel of svensborg. "You answer
it," he said. Tm busy. If I don't mix
in the yoghurt at the correct time,
this will be spoiled" Sir Arthur
opened the door and peered
outside.: "All I see is snow," he
snorted. I Jooked out. ; True
enough, there was only snow
there. But a certain snowdrift
looked rather suspicious to me.
"Bring that snowdrift in here," I
commanded loftily. Sir Arthur
goggled at me, the way he always
does when he minks I'm off my
rocker. "REALLY, Winthrop," he
. huffed "I always knew you were a
bit daft, but this takes the cake."
Hans glared. "Shut the door, or my
svensborg will get too cold to mix."
Sir Arthur had no choice but to
bring the drift in.
I examined it carefully, from
Intimate or Lonely Party Sponsored
By Rockin' Fourth Section Men
Dear Editor. x
- Last Wednesday evening I
decided to once again check my
mailbox in hopes that something
would eventually appear. Much to
my delight, I had actually received
some mafl. An overdue library
book notice was not too exciting,
but along with that was a fancy
letterhead note. Needless to say, I
Desparate Need
Interior Repairs
Poor ventilation compounds this
mustiness and also creates a lot of
humidity in the rooms which must
be locked. The soundproofing is
also extremely inadequate. If you
saw the rust and corrosion in the
electric box on the first floor, you
might question the safety of the
whole system.
.
v
--We do realize that money is
tight, but right now many of us
must spend several hours daily
under these poor conditions. It is
very difficult to concentrate and
learn in this environment.
. Please -- give serious considera-- .
tion to our plight , as well as the
impression this building must make
on prospective ' students. We
understand that painting and
repairs are tentatively planned for
the spring, but that is not soon
enough.
,
.
- Signed
81 Concerned Students
Editor's note: ,. This letter was
originally addressed to ; President
Cope land tbith copies sent to the
Board of Trustees, Ken PlusqueUec
and Daniel Winter. A fist of the 81
students can be obtained from The
Wooster Voice upon request -
every angle. Something didn't look
right about ft. While Sir Arthur lit a
fire in the fireplace, I looked at the
drift once more. Slowly, it began to
melt, forming a puddle of water on
the floor; And yes, there was
.
something it it I scraped away at
the snow. Suddenly there he stood
before . me, his ' head ;" almost
touching the ceiling. Hans let out a
shriek. "Fritz!", he yelled "Ifs my
brother Fritz! Hey, how are'ya!!" I
exchanged a glance with Sir
Arthur. We crept away for a quiet
card game, leaving the two
.. brothers to reminisce over old
. times.
.
... .
Finally spring came and we were
no longer trapped in the alpine
- lodge. To bur dismay, we found
that the goats we had come out to
hunt were no longer in season. In
several months we arrived home
again. Sir Arthur returned to his
home, " "Pemberton-on-the-side-of-the-Hil- T,
and I returned toSwin-bur-n
Manor It was good to be
home, but one question stuck in
the backof my mind
"Whatever happened to the
svensborg?" To this day, I still don't
know. - ,v
c CoL Winthrop Swinbum
quickly proceeded to read, this
'
,
official looking letter, in hopes that
PHI OMEGA SIGMA
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
I was receiving some marvelous
news. The letter read like this:
You're invited to a
Rockin' Evenin - in
Stevenson Dorm. Good
music. Beer, Soda, and
Munchies are provided
by the Men of Phi Omega
Sigma The Partying gets
underway at 9O0PM in
Fourth Section Lounge.
We look forward to
seein ya there. '
Jason M. Weber
President
Ah,how lovely tt was of them to
invite me to what sounded like a
swinging, fun-fille- d evening.; A
smile appeared on my face, my
eyes brightened my heart fluttered
and my hopes arose. ButaH too
quickly my enthusiasm was de-
stroyed The "Men of Phi Omega
Sigma" unfortunately (or shaD I --
say, fortunately), left out one small
detail - WHEN was mis "RocWn
Evenin going to take place?
"
- : Most sincerely,
Elsie Z.Warscht
Mumblings on the "Love Sons"
- On the morning of March ,15, .
1906, Ralph Plumer awoke earlier
than usual While still in bed, he
wrote the words "to', a'' song"
scheduled to close a minstrel show
downtown at the old Opera House
that evening. That same afternoon
Plumer sat at the piano of the
Sigma Chi house - national
fraternities still existed on campus
at that rime - and wrote the tune
that had been running through his
head all day. I mis was oorn tne
"Wooster Love Song."
Ralph Plumer was no ordinary
student. According to an Alumni
Bulletin contributor: "Ralph
Plumer, strikingly handsome, aris-
tocratic, brilliant in scholarship, an
artistic and musical genius, was an
intriguing figure. Everything he did
was accomplished with remarkable
ease." He had a talent for painting
and drawing and several of his oils
and watercolors adorned Sigma
Chi rooms.
He earned not one but three
degrees at Wooster two music
degrees, one in piano in 1905 and
one in organ in 1906; and a
bachelor of science - degree, in
1906. His graduation recital was
the largest attended musical event
in Wooster's history up to that
time.
Upon graduation, at age 26, he
studied in Europe and toured as an
accompanist to a" violinist
In Austria, Plumer met the great
Lechetisky. So impressed was the
renowned musician that he invited
the Wooster graduate to spend the
summer studying in the master's
home..Bicyclingnear his mentor's
home, Ralph miscalculated a
severe incline and plummeted to
his death
Entertainment and Social Life Survey
Reveals Preferences
;
1 cont. from pg. 1
ceived entertainment. One half of
the campus uses the Game Room.
Although this value might seem
low, the Game Room is serving its
purpose, as only five percent of the
students go off-camp- us to use
other, facilities. Another entertain-
ment area on the campus, the
Cage, js used by sixty percent of
the student body at least once each
week. Quite ironic is the fact that
although fifty percent only go to
the Cage once per week, forty five
percent claim they would attend
more often if the bar was opened
more regularly. The .most frequent
"complaints were that the Cage
should improve its atmosphere
and phase out disco immediately.
Students - wanted to hear more
rock. People are, therefore, satis-
fied with the Game Room, but
unhappy about the Cage.
One of the most frequent
complaints was that the student
body wanted big-nam- e entertain-
ment. Specifically, students enjoy-
ed the movies greatly, but repeat-
edly asked for more big-nam- e
productions. The demand for
famous entertainment was visible
no more clearly than in music I ne
majority of students enjoyed rock
the most,' second. was jazz, third
was classical, and fourth was easy
listening. The vast majority wanted
not just rock, but nationally famous
performers. (One student felt he
would like the Beatles to come to
Wooster!) Thus, the underlying
: current in attitudes toward enter-
tainment seems to call for famous
'productions. .
- An interesting sidelight was
discovered. Most of the campus
Ordinary does not describe the
song left behind by Plumer either.
The original manuscript hangs, as it
has for over fifty 'years, in the
Alumni House. Rightfully so, too,
because no song has held more
meaning for more alumni than this .
tune.
r . The "Wooster Love Song" did
not become the College's alma
mater song after that night at the
Opera House through, any inter-
posed action of the trustees or by
: decree of the president; it occurred
through
.
sheer popularity and
acceptance .by students and
alumni. It was sung at the close of
all alumni meetings, at football and
basketball games, in the Chapel at
the fall convocation and on
Wooster Day, and tearfully by the
graduating class on commence-
ment day.
Fifty years after its first perform-
ance the popularity of the "Love
Song" waned on campus. Though
still the sentimental favorite of
ancient and not-so-ancie- nt alumni,
the students of the day found the
lyrics archaic, the melody lethargic.
In 1960, in response to a
Voce-sponsore- d contest,' a new
song was put forth by the student
body as a possible replacement.
Written by seniors Pat Carson and
Sue Marshall, "The Elms Are In
Their. Beauty" gained limited
acceptance but died as the elms
themselves soon did due to the
Dutch Elm disease. .
For those of us who have
entered school here within the past
ten years, barely any mention has
been made of this or any other
song. No song has risen to replace
the "Love Song" just as surely as it
has lain dormant these years on
campus.
of COW Students
feels Wooster is plagued with an
average social life. While only
twenty three percent blame them-
selves for this dilemma, a surprising
forty five percent blame the admin-
istration. Both sexes felt that the
opposite sex is simply "O.K.".
Fortunately the overall impres-
sion of Wooster was favorable.
Eighty percent of the students
would recommend the College to
other high school students. This
correlates closely to the large
number- - who rated Wooster as far
to well above the national average..
Although many of the students
seem to do a lot of talking (fifty five
percent heard friends say they
would not return next --year), the
vast majority planned to return
themselves.
SGA Endorses Student Resolution
: cont. from pg. 1
26 on Jan. 2, 1980. The fact that
the first was defeated and the
second tabled, Rider cautioned, is
"no reason for people to put their
guard down." Presidential
elections are corning up, and "no
politician will touch the draft issue
in an election year." Other bills,
however, are pending. Rider said.
One trend he has noticed is that
most of the congresspeople who
support the draft biMKKMchpf
the Mason-Dixo- n K, wnerr
many army bases are located.
Rider considers this an attempt on
their part to improve the econonry
in those states. '
People often question the
success of the volunteer force,
Rider said. But a report by the
Meanwhile, many alumni ' still
sing the "Wooster Love Song" as
their ' happy recollections and
gentle affections enhance their
memories of life here once upon a
time. At the close of many a class
reunion can be heard imperfect
voices singing an imperfect song;
these flaws matter little. The "Love
Song" still brings a thrill to the
hearts and a tear to the eyes of
those who once studied here,
taught here, fived here.
Don't you wish we had such a
song?
.
Pay Toilets
Prove to be
Cost Cutters
by Mike Mortensoh
Private institutions of higher
education, like the College of
Wooster, are continually battling
against the rising costs of educa-
tion. Even though you think, the
tuitions of Wooster and other
private schools are . entirely too
high, you must remember that it
actually costs the college more to
educate a student for a year than
the actual tuition the student will
pay the college. It doesn't take a
Business degree to figure out that
that is risky business. Some of the
most brilliant minds in the world
are desperately , trying to remedy
the situation I figure-tha- t since the
College has done everything
possible to assist me (and lose
money doing it) the least I can do is
propose a few suggestions to help
them in their plight.
1. Reunite the Beatles for one
last benefit concert to save the
COW.
2. Install pay toilets.
3. Impose a cover charge for
admission into Lowry Center.
4. Install parking meters on all
parking lots.
5. Trap some of these squirrels
and sell the pelts.
6. Erect a toll gate at the
pedestrian crossing at Beall Ave.
7. Buy out the book store.
8. Build a casino.
9. Market a barbiturate that
can produce the same effects as
Freshman Studies.
10. Charter one more house on
Bever Street named "The House
of 111 Repute."
In case you're wondering why
no one has previously thought of
these simple suggestions, I must
reply that there has never been a
student on campus as simple as
myself.
Pentagon issued in "America's
Volunteers" (Dec. 31,. 1978)
declared that the volunteer force is
not only a success in its own right,
but that it has "proven itself
superior to drafted armed forces."
Rider cited Robert Shuck, Acting
Director of the Selective Service
System, in saying that the draft
agency can meet the Department
of Defense requirements without
peacetime registratjon.
According to Rider, Wooster ,
students seem concerned, and
"most people really sincerely want
peace." How to promote this
peace is open to question.
"Everyone has a different idea of
how to do that," Rider said. "Thisjust happens to be my idea."
October 5.
Hands
Photo by Grs Tonian
Faculty Comment...
On Worthy Occasions
by Peter Havholm
Though it means starting on an
unpleasant note, I must complain
about Wooster students. On two
evenings in McGaw, recently,
some of you left early, for no
conceivable reason other than
personal convenience. Particu-
larly when those of us who
remained were as intent as we
were at Chaim Potok's lecture and
Jack Russell's recital, the noise of
McGaw's doors choking and
wheezing shut behind you -- was
distracting. In further fact, I found
it embarrassing. An hour is not
much to commit to a distinguished
visitor like Potok. And surely an
engagement so pressing as to
cause one to interrupt a musical
performance should keep one
away in the first place. On
occasion, the Me Decade is aQuestionnaire
Proves Little
cont. from pg. 1
uses than the Profile objectors.
With the exception of one. none of
those who voted against the
Profiles could even guess at what it
can be used for. Of this group the
one exception was the alert person
who correctly filled in the blank
with "dinner remover" as one of
the alternate uses.
Almost half of those with a
distaste for the Profiles did not
know where Mad Dog was aged.
They were either unable to guess
or guessed incorrectly by checking
"on the shelf in Kroger's." From
this answer it can be determined
. that these students do their
shopping at Buehler's and are
unaware that Kroger's does not
even sell Mad Dog.
Those who wished to see Mad
Dog Profiles back in The Wooster
Voice were then solicited for the
names of three prominent people
they felt best suited for a Profile
feature Among the more notable
suggestions were Mrs. Henry
Copeland. Jimmy Carter, Robert
Goiter, Phil Williams, John Russell,
the west soldering iron lady in
Lowry Center, and Jim Zubles.
Henry Herring was also recom-
mended but was . immediately
' eliminated, being the editor's LS.
advisor. Ken PkisqueflecTd Cerne
and Elsie Doubleday were all
candidates who received more
" than one vote. Tied for receivinc.
the most votes were Carl Yund
and Lisa Vickery, chiefs of one sort
or another. Ironically, the only
nomination accompanied by an
explanation was the one for Ms.
Vickery which stated, "she
deserves some abuse."
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tiresome time.
The next week will be anything
but tiresome for schlock film
lovers. Beach Party, Lust for Life,
Ivanhoe, and The Four Feathers
are coming to campus in gaudy
succession. Second-rat- e films are
usually funny, and they are always
informative about the culture from
which they were designed to
extract money. Note production
dates and learn about the mores
that probably had an effect on the
way you were brought up.
Several films (see the Cultural
Events Calendar for a complete
list) are here for the music that
underscores the action and the
passion. They combine to provide
us with a festival of films whose '
scores were composed by Miklos
Rosza. Rosza himself will talk
about his successful career a week
from Sunday, but more about that
next week.
, You will-hav- e recovered from
seeing Kirk Douglass remove his
ear (in Lust for Life) by next
Wednesday. Lucky for you,
because the convocation speaker
at 10 in Mateer will be a man of
unusual accomplishment.
Professor Peter Schmidt, who
teaches anthropology at Brown
-- University, has investigated the
oral tradition of the Haya culture in
Tanzania. While he was there, Idi
Amin invaded the country, and Dr.
Schmidt was for a while
mistakenly thought to have been
taken prisoner. Amidst the
political turmoil, however, he
made some important discoveries.
He found, for example, that the
Haya used medium-carbo- n steel
long before it was discovered in
Europe. How he combined
anthropological and archaeol-
ogical methods to reach this
conclusion is fascinating. He may
teO us some war stories, too.
There will be slides.
NOTE WELL: Gerard K.
O'Neill talks about feasible space
colonies with film and slides a
week from tonight at 9 p.m. Don't
go home. Schedule those Friday
night study sessions after 10. The
--text time you see O'Neill's
concept, you may be fiving in it.
TRAVEL TIPS ROM SAE
Take the Amish Tour with tourf
guide Dick Steimel, Oct 27
9:30a.m.-4p.m- . I
Sign up between 14p.m. in the?
car m.. rw io I
Only $4.25--tncIudi- ng lunch
(Take in the Cleveland Playhouse
Oct 13, 3.00p.m.
See the play "Images
Dine at Beechwood Place
Sign up between l-4p- m in tra
SAB. office before Oct 8
$10.00
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Douglass Hall Welcomes
Their Own "New Kids
by Kevin Grubb
The new kids on the block have
--a fetish for political philosophy,
literature and Carly Simon. The
new kids on the "block pick the
guitar and pick out needlepoint
designs but spend most of their
time lecturing behind a podium.
The new kids on the block enjoy
each other for the very special
people they are but, more im-
portantly, enjoy the intellectual
(sometimes actual, sometimes
pseudo) stimulus of college stu-
dents. The "new kids" on the block --
are Dennis and Bonnie Stevens,
the new dorm directors of
Douglass Hall.
For freshman composition stu-
dents and English majors, Bonnie
Stevens is a familiar face on-campu- s.
An English professor's
daughter, Stevens became inter-
ested in literature at an early age.
She received her BA. from
Kenyon College and obtained her
PhD in English at Boston College
before teaching one year at
William Patterson State-- College m
New Jersey. In contrast to William
Patterson which Stevens felt was
"too impersonal" to get a proper,
education, she feels the College of
Wooster's English 'department is
"outstanding, stimulating and
congenial." .
For Stevens, her decision to
come to Wooster will go down on
record as another case of famous
last words. While in her second --
year of graduate work at Boston
College, one of her professors
attempted to nip her academic
pursuits in the bud by challenging
her that when she succeeded at .
getting .a teaching position at
Harvard she would have the
competence and esteem to war-
rant his recognition. "No," replied
Stevens in an attempt to be flip,
"I'd rather teach English at the
College of Wooster." Three years
later, BornW Stevens' words to her
professor have had a much
stronger impact than either of them
realized at the time.
Bonnie's complement, Dennis
Stevens, is a transient who has
traversed North America from
southern California to Waterloo,
Ontario. Also the child of a
. professor, Dennis' father was m-.volv- ed
in political science which
stimulated his son's interests and
later led Dennis Into pursuing a
major in the same area.
Dennis was a sophomore at
Kenyon College when he caught
the attention of a green freshman
named Bonnie on her first day of
' class. Two weeks after their
graduation from Kenyon, the two
married on "the anniversary of the --
Watergate break in. We wanted it
to-b- e a historic wedding." The
newlyweds continued their educa-
tion at Boston College before
settling down in Wooster. Present-
ly, Dennis is . teaching political
science at the University, of Akron
while working on his Ph.D. Ulti-
mately, he anticipates teaching,
political philosophy.
Because both Bonnie and Den-
nis feel that tf you're going to
-- teach, you have to know what
.students are. thinking and feeling,?,
accepting the position as dorm .'
directors for.' Douglass was an
essential step in opening communi-
cation channels that at .times
cont. onpg.8
Non-prof- it Wooster Food Co-o-p
Offers Quality Food at Low Cost
"by Sharon Skowron
Situated on the corners of West
North and .Grant ; Streets is the
Wooster Food Co-o- p. Providing a
multitude of services and con-
veniences that are available to
everyone, the co-o-p is more thanjust another health food store.
Quality food at low costs are
available to anyone wishing to buy
from the co-o-d. Food is econom- -
ically grown and purchased in bulk
quantities, eliminating middleman
Campus Papcfback Bestsellers
1. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
2. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye. (Bantam, $2.95.) High
adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction.
3. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
Multi-fami- ly saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.
4. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2.75.) Jewish immi-- .,
grant woman's climb from poverty oh lower Manhattan.
5. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2.50.) Housewife's ex--!
periences on road to emotional maturity: fiction.
6. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75-- ) Rags to
riches in the fashion world: fiction.
7. Eye of the Needle, by Ken Follett. (NALSignet, $2.95.)
BritishNazi espionage thriller: fiction.
8. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (JoveHBJ,
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.
9. Murphy's Law, by Arthur Bloch. (PriceSternSloan,
$2,50.) And other reasons why things go wrong.
10. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner. $2.75.) Woman
inherits power and international intrigue: fiction.
Compied by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. October 1. 1979.
Association --of American Publishers
Speaker, writer and photo
grapher Karl Maslowski wiO be
narrating the first film in the
National Audubon . Society
Identity to be Examined
From Christian Perspective
by Daue Miller
"Beyond Identity" will be the
title of a conference with Dick
Keyes, director of L'Abri U.S.A.,
at Grace Haven Farm October 12-1- 4.
According to the registration
form, the program wQl be divided
into four sessions. " :
Friday evening the focus of the
. session wiB be Identity Under
Attack," ' which will involve
defining identity from a Christian
perspective, analyzing changes in
the twentieth century regarded as
destructive to man's sense of
identity, and questioning those
costs. Receiving most of their food
from The Federation of Ohio River
Coops (FORC) in Columbus,
FORC and the co-o-p have an '
underlying commitment They are
dedicated to non-prof- it food pro- -
.
duction and distribution, consumer
control, ecologically safe agricul-
ture, and educating people in good
nutrition and world hunger situa-
tions. Distributing to ninety co-op-s
in the Ohio, West Virginia, and
Kentucky area, FORC's operations
are growing steadily.
Wooster's co-o- p echoes many of
FORC's beliefs. The generating
philosophy of the co-o- p is to
provide a local, small business in
the community, which is staffed
and run by an open membership,
in which. all can participate, and
generate ideas and decisions. In
other words, "we work cooperat-
ively to get things done" says
coordinator Carol Manzoni. "We
provide quality food for people,
but not for profit", she emphasizes.
"We like to think of this as a
gathering place," adds coordinator
Brian Leihman. "Social and politi-
cal ideas and issues can be brought
up. and discussed." Everyone has
direct input into a "healthy, alive,
cultural, functioning organization."
Meetings held at the co-o-p are
open to anyone to discuss all
. decisions pertaining to store
management and business.
' Started about eight years ago as
a referral center, and then as an
anti-dra- ft organization, the
Wooster co-o-p is now on its way to
a more permanent situation. They
are in the process of. buying the
house they are located in. It is run
by ejght coordinators who get paid
a very minimal salary for the two or
three days they contribute. Added
to this backbone is the involvement
of many people of varying ages,
and social and economic back-
grounds. Encompassing approxi--
conf. on pg. 6
Maslowski to Narrate First Movie
Of Audubon Wildlife Film Series
Karl H. Maslowski will lead off
the 1979-8- 0 Audubon
.
Wildlife
Film Series Tuesday, Oct. 9, at
7:30 p.m, at McGaw . Chapel
College of Wooster, narrating his
color movie "On the Trail" of the
Arctic Char." This film, produced
in Canada's Northwest Territories,
"contains "exciting angling
sequences for the arctic char and
also for giant lake trout and arctic
grayling," notes the National
Audubon Society. Pictured too are
the tundra in bloom, activities of
arctic ground squirrels, caribou, old
explanations to the question ot
man's identity which reject the
existence or significance of God."
Saturday rrwrning. the topic will
be the biblical concept of the Fall,
its effects on human identity, and
four areas in which these effects
can be observed: morals, models,
dominion, and love. ; ;
In the third session, on Saturday
evening, Keyes wQl expound on
the view of man which sees the
true, complete human identity in.
terms of a restored relationship
with God, a relationship made
possible by God's initiative The
rest of the evening is planned for
the "Yellow Deli," a coffee house
in downtown Mansfield run by the
Grace Haven community. .
The fourth session, Sunday
morning, vvin include reevaluating
"old heroes" and suggesting "the
need to establish new models."
"Identity grows through active
obedience to Christ and the
recovery of love" The conference
will end with a time for worship at
11:00 Sunday morning.
Dick Keyes is a graduate of
Harvard University and
Westminster Seminary, and a .
former pastor of a L'Abri affiliated
church in London. He is now living
in Massachusetts, helping with the
L'Abri work in the United States.
L'Abri (French -- for "refuge")
Fellowship began as a spiritual
retreat in the village of Huemoz, in
the Swiss Alps, organized by Dr.
Francis A. Schaeffer, also an
author of many books in English.
Grace Haven is a Christian
community near Mansfield which
represents five "house churches"
which are patterned after the
Church of the New Testament.
The community incorporates
several areas of Christian work.
These areas include a printing
organization, which publishes a
paper and a magazine deaGrig with
the arts from a Christian
perspective, a camp for physically
handicapped kids, and a campus
and conference outreach, of which
this conference with Dick Keyes is
an example. I wenty-tnre- e
Wooster students also went to a
conference at Grace Haven
September 21-2- 3 which was
entitled The Person and Work of
Jesus Christ."
Those persons interested can
contact Bill Levisay, Kenarden E-3- 1,
exL 331, box 2071, or Amy
Haager, Compton 208, ext. 426,
box 1704. The cost for the
weekend is $15, and registration
should be done as , soon as
possible
squaw ducks, and beluga whales. ..
" The National Audubon Society,
.sponsor of the wildlife series, is
pleased to bring to Wooster Karl
Maslowski, "a skilled photographer
and excellent speaker who has .
devoted most of his -- professional,
life to photographing wildlife." .
Maslowskf has produced films for
the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources. Pennsylvania Game
Commission, Kentucky Depart-
ment ot Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources, National Wildlife Federa-
tion, Walt Disney Studios, Stand-
ard Oil Company and many other
. organizations. He has written., a
weekly nature column for the
Cincinnati Enquirer for nearly 40
years, and has illustrated articles on
natural science published in many
magazines.
Two additional films will be
presented in the 1979-8- 0 series at
McGaw, Chapel: Nov. 7, "Song of
the Northern Prairie" by Allen
King; and Mar. 6, "Wilderness Trek
Through New Zealand" by Grant
Foster. The series is co-sponsor- ed
by The Wilderness Center, . the
Student Activity Board of the
College of Wooster,' : and by
Buehler's Fresh Food Markets.
Season tickets are available from
The Wilderness Center. Box 38,
Wilmot, Ohio 44689, or Buehler's
Fresh Food Markets in Wooster
and Orrville, or at McGaw Chapel
(showtime). .
Season tickets are $4.50 each.
.
($4 for Wilderness Center mem-
bers) and admit one aduh to all
three Wildlife Films, or three adults
to pne film, or any combination
thereof. "
Single admission tickets, avail-
able at the door, are $2.50aduh
($2 for Wilderness Center mem-
bers), and $lcoIlege student
High school students, and
younger children accompanied by
adults, will be admitted free.
Colleen Evans to
Meet With WCF
Next Friday Night
byTomMorris
. Colleen Townsend Evans will be
speaking Friday. Oct. 12 at The
College of Wooster. She will talk
and answer questions at a meeting
of Wooster Christian Fellowship
.
lasting from 7:15-9:0-0 in Lowry
Center, room 119.
Colleen Townsend. a promising
young movie actress until she met
Louis Evans, gave up her acting
career for a life that she has found
infinitely more satisfying. She
. married Louis, how Senior Pastor
of The National Presbyterian
Church in Washington. D.C and
became the mother of four child-
ren. Jamie Evans, her youngest
son and sophomore at the College
said. "As a mother I've never seen
anyone as concerned for her kids. I"
was really bummed out when I
was a little kid because I had a
Mom I couldn't complain about."
Mrs. Evans serves on the Board
of Trustees for The College of
Wooster and Union Seminary.
Richmond. Virginia. She has writ-
ten several books including A New
Joy. My Lover. My Friend (co-author- ed
with her husband. Louts),
and Love is on Everyday Thing. ,
Her books reflect what her son
Jamie says of hen "SheVlearned
the one lesson that Christian's
have to learn: total love."
-.. by Lisa Vickery
"
The College of Wooster is
fortunate enough to have a late
addition to the scheduled cultural
. concerts this Fall. In addition to the
piano duo concert to be held
tonight at 7:30 in Mackey Hall,
there wilkbe another guest recital
tomorrow evening. The last minute
concert is,being made. possible by.
George W. Mulder, a - generous
patron of the arts and graduate of
the College, class of '44. Mr.
Mulder is making the recital by
! pianist Michael. Wladkoski avail-
able to the students and the public
free of charge. "
.
The Saturday evening recital by
-- Mr. Wladkoski includes Frederic
Chopin's Barcarolle in F sharp
major and his Sonata in B minor,
along with Samuel Barber's Son-ata- .
Op26. The highlight of the '.
performance will be the playing of
.
Karol Szymanowski's Masques.
Op3A The Szymanowski piece ':
offers a unique opportunity for the
Wooster audience to hear the
- music of the distinguished but
rarely performed 20th century
Polish composer. Michael Wlad-kows- ki
has made a special study of
this outstanding composer's piano
work. Living between 1883 and
1937. Szymanowski is-oft- en re-
ferred to as the "Polish Ravel."
Michael Wladkowski is an Amer-
ican pianist of Polish descent who
has earned a place of artistic
prominence through concentrated
study and unusual ! native i talent.
For the past three years Wladkow-
ski - has been in residence in
Warsaw, working bn: Polish Radio,
recording and presenting, . live
broadcasts - and being -- heard
throughout Europe.- - A projected
.
plan
.
of recording Polish - and
French piano music will culminate
in the early ''80. .. ... ...
SGA BRIEFS
The SGA is forming an
allcampus sub-committ- ee to work
on a campus energy program. If
anyone is interested in serving on
such a committee, please contact
Carol Rowan.
..
The EAC is currently working
on an evaluation sheet for IS
advisors. If you have any questions
you would like to see on these
evaluations, contact Lynne
Barnard. --
. ... ;
.,.
The results of the ETS survey
given last spring are in. The SAC
wil be discussing them in their
meeting Thursday, at 8:00 p.m. in
LC 119. The meeting is open.
Anyone interested in seeing the
survey results, there are two
copies on Closed Reserve at the
library.
.
: ;
On-Goin- g Campus Even ts
by Mary Zuberbuhler . '
NATIONAL WILDLIFE SERIES
On Oct,.9, the first of three films
on National Wild Life will be
shown in McGaw at 7 p.m. While
the price for the general public is
$2.50, admission for C.O.W.
students is only 50 cents. "
CO-O- P LIVING PROGRAM
, On Wed., Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. in
Lowry Pit, the Wooster - Food
Co-o- p will present a Co-o- p Living
program. Slides will be shown on
the modern fast food culture and
free health food will be available.
Many members of the co-o- p are
Wooster students and graduates,
including the speaker presenting
the program. Students are en-- "
couraged to come, for rumor has it,
it's an interesting program!
GERARD OTJEIL TO SPEAK
Fri., Oct. 12, a renowned
physicist from Princeton will speak
n - ,;....
at the CO W; at 9 p.m. in McGaw.
Gerard K. CNeil will present "The
High Frontier", a talk concerning
space colonization and the possi-
bility of extraterristial life. Students
are urged to . attend this special
S.A.B. sponsored event. Admis-
sion is free.
MOVIES AT MATEER ' --
Movies this weekend at Woo will
include "Beach Party" and "Fun in
Acapulco"' tonight, and "Murder
on the Orient Express" tomorrow
night. Both will be shown at Mateer
Auditorium with two showings, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Admission for
students is $1.
BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Jutt North of the Collage)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
If you're not
happy with your
hair and
appearance,'
--
. we have a full -
service Salon offering total .--.
: new look for men and women. We offer
- free consultations for hair and make-u- p
including perms, color, henna, conditioning,,
:. and a full line of Redkin make-up-- ..ke-up--
.
- and RofflerK t hairn i products. . ., --
."
" ;.. j K I
1 . . ,
I - jLi.ll, W
. 345 BUILDING JX1 J:L . I1
IvgOBj N.Morka? St, Wooster - " 262249 (ttiWMl
The
.
music program scheduled
for tonight features guest pianists
Bess Scharff Leven and Stephen
Lewark. The pianists will be
different European composers
chronologically , arranged, begin-
ning with Bach, progressing to-performi- ng
.a program of six
Poulenc and on tb Martinu. Other
composers include Mozart. Saint
Saens and Arensky.
The two pianists, who are
members of the music- - faculty at
Mount Union College In Alliance,
have been rescheduled to perform
tonight after illness postponed a
recital they had planned for last
year.
"
f ' . ?MV - '
1M
II l IB T 1 1 Mill I It 1 n , I
JIM
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Additional Uuest Recital Scheduled; t
Chopin and Szymanowski Featured
5 Graduating seniors interested in!!3-
- r f. in r . wwapjjiymy iur runoriyni uranis iorJstudy abroad should contact Prof.
Johnson (Kauke 243) for informa-- i
Jtion and application forms. .The'
deadline for application is Nov. l.
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
JUNIOR-LOVIN-G
COLLECTIBLES
You've all the ingredients for a fabulous
Fall semester riaht here in our latest
)sportable separates group! Now, when
you want to "be yourself ...styiisniy
crvakine...vou can turn to our blazers
" o -- - . , .. ,
and skirts, pants and tops.. .in an
the new textures of the season!
MS
The Wayne County Chapter dTf
The Association for Children with
Learning Disabilities will present
the video tape starring Julie
Andrews and Bill Bixby The Puztel
Children in Andrews Library at the
College of Wooster on Oct. 14
1979 at 7:30 p.m
:
" Juiiors sizes 5 - 13, ' '. - j VV j
":::
; Young Modern Shop .
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE
Spinet-Conso- le Piano
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments --
on spinet piano. Can be seen,
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P.O. Box 537, Shelbyville, md.
46176.
To'irai
w
Even a "Perpetual
Motion" Clock like
this runs down with-
out an occasional
"shove." Your savings,
too, slows down with-
out an occasional
deposit! Reset your
savings clock today:
give it a fresh start
with an additional
deposit!
With
First
Federal
Saving & Loan -
Aisociatiqn
of Wootter
1812 Cleveland
Road
264-781- 2
"In the
Firct Place"
SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your I.S.
papers, ' reports, publications,
Ph--
D. theses, and resumes.
Contact Wooster Computer
Services, 262-321- 1. -
Political Science Tutor. BA.
degree in PoL ScL, served as
administrative ass't. to a member
of the 89th Congress, 1949-51- .
Knowledgeable, able. Call for
appt. anytime 262-178- 6. :.,
Akron Women's Clinic offers safe
and gentle abortions to 15 weeks.
Call ton free: 1-800-362- -9150.
' HELP WANTED
Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Wootter Voice. Contact Lisa
Vickery, Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons.
WRITERS WANTED. Interested
in news, features, sports or foreign
language writing? No experience
necessary, although literacy is
required. Contact Lisa Vickery, co
the Voice, box 3187, " ' 1
PERSONALS
Happy birthday Dave! Co-habitin- g
gets better every day!
To the freshmenwbmen of
Babcock! Thanks for the super
supper! Sincerely, the' Babcock
upperclassmen women. .
Neanderthal man, you are out of
step with the times! I have given
up... for now. '
Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is still a bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 59 for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad tc
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesda;
before publication.
ALTRA FACTORY REPRESENTA
TIVE wIM show you how to mv up
to 50 on down garments by ..
sawing thorn yourself from the;
amazlngty simple AKra kits.
10 OFF ALL ALTRA KITS.
Jab owes
DOWNTOWN WOUSIBH
SEPTEMBER 23 TO
WANTED
Wanted: Sleeping room male, 59
years of age. College area.
Non-Profit-
" Wooster Food Co-o- p
Offers Quality Food at Low Cost
' cont from pg. 4
mately three hundred members,
eighty of . these . are working
members. These working members
volunteer four hours a month in
addition to a small deposit that
membership requires. Non- -
". members are equally welcomed at
the co-op.- " Buying price depends
on , membership - or , non-membersh- ip
of the customer.
The food is bought In bulk-an- d
- members package the many pro-
ducts into smaller quantities.
Customers, while - shopping, also
measure and weigh out products
themselves. The store offers a wide
variety of products: grains, fruits,
vegetables, bread, dairy products,
soap, nuts and seeds, teas, pastas,
munchies, and numerous' other.,
things. The'coop lends support to
Lalanne Exhibit Discussed
--
" by Kevin Grubb
.
--
John J. Taormina, organizer of
the Maxime Lalanne: Prints and
Drawings exhibition now showing
at the Frick Art Museum, will speak :
to interested persons concerning
'the artist and his works October 9
- at 4 p.m. in the museum,
Taormina, twenty-two,- - was
raised in Erie, Pennsylvania where
' he attended Cathedral Preparatory
M7 E.UBEHTYBT
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Boys Village
Work
by Mike Mortenson
There are ' several volunteer
programs . at the College of
.Wooster that provide students with
the opportunity to experience a
sense of personal satisfaction that
can be uniquely rewarding. The
Boys Village Volunteer Program is -
one-- such program that some ,
people can possibly relate to. Boys
Village is a home and. school for
boys between twelve and eighteen
who have had family - andor
personal problems such as drugs,
theft orchronic truancy.
Dunn . House directs and co--
local farmers by purchasing from 7
them. From the co-o- p, an environ
mental group has formed, and a
recycling project also had its"
. beginnings there. Food is also sold
to non-prof- it , community groups ;
who help people in some way, and
in return are helping the co-o- p. In
. addition, the co-o- p offers recipes,
nutrition information, cooking tips,
world hunger information, and
information on many issues of the.
world today. A. lending library and
.
pamphlets are available.- - A new
.
addition is the solar greenhouse
; recently built which will be used to
grow herbs, flowers and vege--
tables. Visitors are warmly wel-
comed to the store to just have a
look around, to chat, or to stock up
. on some of the wholesome, natural
products found here.
School and graduated in 1975.
Immediately after his graduation,
Taormina began his college educa-
tion at John Carroll University as a '
potential biology major, but
switched during mid-semest- er of
his sophomore year to art history.
Mr. Taormina graduated magna
cum laude in May of 1979.
For his outstanding-- achievement
in organizing and cataloguing the
, Lalanne exhibition, Taormina won
the art history department Walter
J.Freedlander Award of Excel-
lence in Art History. Currently, he
is working on a French-to-Englis- h
translation of Maxime Lalanne's
book, Le Fusain Charcoal
Drawing. Taormina plans to fur-
ther his education with a master's
degree in art history and museum
studies at a-yet-to-be-- chosen
institution.
$5 for first-tim- e donors with this ad.
0
' Open 4
Volunteers
Rewarding
-- orainaies me volunteer program
with Boys Village. The house is
"composed, of fifteen compassio-
nate young women who genuinely -
unnr rr nam rnoco rrMini4n ihmiiwi
- r j '
men and . would welcome any
students who feel the same way. "
The women have various career
goals, but the majority are interest-
ed in Social Welfare and, counsel-
ing careers. You do not need to
have any special counseling abili
ties , or " experience - to '. be of "
. . .
.1 :
assistance 10 me program.
The. main purpose of the
"nrnoramc i to holn th housf ; -- -O - r J
maintain some contact- - with the
outside world to prevent them
from feeling isolated. The pro--,
grams also familiarize the boys with ;
some of the skills necessary - to
effectively cope in our society. -
One of the programs operating
ai ooys village is a . tutonng
program which involves students
going out oneTnighta week to
teach in areas such as music, crafts.
creative - writing, and numerous
other activities. The Cottage Pre
aram. which beains Winter cmarter
nuofuoe nrniinc rf ctntmtc cnont.
nig one evening a ween vismng as
wen as recreation witn tne ooys. -- ;
Young Life is a Christian social'
club that is active at the Village and
involves colleae students as
leaders. -- ; : '
A aood examnle of hour effec
tive Boys Village is in rehabilitating --
their young men is Donald Town- -
send, the ' new. police chief of.
Tmimeanl
was at one time a confused and
angry young man. but his exper- -
ience at Boys Village helped
change his life. Even though the
girls at Dunn House and the many
other volunteers who have assisted
can not he assured of uhat thehr
permanent influence" on the boys
will be., thev can rest assured it
roiilrl he nothinn hi it rmcitiue The
rewards can come to the boys, the :
sruaenrs oi me college, ana me
entire community.
Reminisce back upon your life"
ditu ilium oi uie limes someone
.showed you a tittle compassion
and what effect it had on your life.
Everyone needs help sometime,
but not everybody is" willing to
extend their time and ahilitu to
help. Well, now is your chance. It's
up to you to take advantage of the
opportunity. Your effort will not go
TIP US OFF! WHEN NEWJ
HAPPENS CALL EXT. 433.
evenings. '
372 E. Exchange St. Akron
Phone:376-687- 3
' Offer expires Dec 31, 1979
Faculty Art Exhibition Presents
Different Perspectives in Principles
' ' by Kevin Grubb - : ' .".''
; College of Wooster art students
will " have the opportunity : to
criticize the work of their mentors
in the 1979 Faculty Exhibition to
be held in the college art museum
: September 30-Novemb- er' 1. The
. exhibition focuses on the work of
art professors Donald MacKenzie.
George Olsen and Rebecca See-me- n,
each - artist - presenting a
different perspective in media and
'principle. The exhibition which
runs once a year gives the three
artists optimum freedom to show-
case their work, adding a more
practical dimension to the scholarly
professor within - the . classroom
most students are accustomed to.
Each of the artists will be '
presenting .a different kind of
media in the exhibition.
MacKenzie's , work consists of
- several stoneware pieces, many '
with Japanese influences; Olsen "
presents a series of variations on '.
pen and ink; and Seemen central-
izes her presentation around sculp-
tural installations which utilize
controlled daylight coming through
the" gallery's north and west
windows. '. - .--
MacKenzie, Olsen and Seemen
all bring with them ' manifold
backgrounds in the art realm.
MacKenzie's recent summer re-- .
, search on Japanese pottery is
illustrated, in many of the 'stone-
ware jars and platters, several
concepts of pots and a collection of .
functional and decorative raku
pieces.
Olsen, who deals with pen and
ink compositions, was featured a
"year ago hi a one-ma- n show at
Kenuon CoDeae in addition to a
number of national exhibitions and" -
contests. Recently, Olsen's work
was incorporated in a traveling
: exhibition of American drawings
sponsored by the Smithsonian
' Institute. --v
- Students who stayed on campus
over- - the summer . .may v have
noticed "one of Seemen's garden"
fence environmental sculptures,
"Ten Little - Kenardens," which
utilized a direct light source (the
sun) as an element supportive of
the structure itself. Following" See-
men's consideration of spacial
concepts, me Faculty Exhibition
will present another aspect of her
work by focusing on the controlled .
daylight through the gallery win- -
v-do- ws and the rays and shadows
' cast " ' : ' j ". '
' Complementing the Faculty Ex-- '.
' hibition will be the Maxime La-- ,
kmne: Prints and Drawings exhibi- -
tion running through November 4. .
: Organized by John Taormina, a
senior art history major at John ;
'-
- CarrbO University in Cleveland the
exhibition . originated at John ;
Carroll (shown April 28-Ma- y 16)
? before moving to the Wooster art
museum. Most of the 42 works
: shown were drawn from the John '
. Taylor ;Arms Collection at. the
College of Wooster. .
mm On
Lalanne was actively involved in
the French etching revival of"
1850-1880- . During his productive
- years the French art world was in --
.its most "turbulent" and productive
age which permitted artists to " --
ponder various schools of creati-
vity. As a result of this eclecticism,
one of the upswings in interest
came from the printmaking pro- -
cess with . which Lalanne was
associated.
Influenced by seventeenth '
century Dutch and English land-
scape artiste. Lalanne's drawings
were rooted in the buildings of the
city or the soil of a- - rural
landscape." Many art critics have
referred to him as "one of the most
exquisite and refined illustrators of
architecture who' ever lived."
""" The Lalanne method of drawing"
is largely responsible for such
acclaim. Noted for his clarity of line
and accuracy of detail, Lalanne's
scope of drawing ranged from the
quick, linear style to the "mood-evokin- g
painterly expression.
Even for those who are. relatively
naive to the world of art, it is not
difficult to "perceive the kinetic,
vibrant quality inherent in his-strok-es
which capture the interna.!
life of the city. In relationship to
other print makers of his time,
Maxime Lalanne was referred to as
a bourgeosie artist who produced
for the middle class public.
The 1979 Faculty Exhibition and .
the Maxime Lalanne: Prints and
Drawings Exhibition are two excel-
lent examples of the fine job the art
museum has accomplished by
bringing to the college and com-
munity a blend of contemporary
and traditional works. The public is
cordially invited to !view both -
exhibitions. - Gallery, hours are:
Monday Friday, 10-4:3- 0; Saturday,
and Sunday, 2-4:0- 0. ; .
Celebrities Adorn Movie
Murder on the Orient Express,
this Saturday's movie in Mateer, is
an adaptation by Paul Dehn of
Agatha Christie's Murder on the
Calio Coach. The plot is based on
a murder which occurs on the
Istanbul-Cali- o train, and begins
with coverage .of a 1930 child
kidnapping on Long Island which
is the necessary background for the.
murder which follows.
The Christie plot is rather slow,
which becomes evident even in the
movie. After the murder takes
place, there is no suggestion that
the lives of other passengers' are hi
danger". The Test of the film then,
relies solely on the pure deduction
of mat great character Hercule
Poirot (Albert Finney). Even the
train becomes snowbound so that
director Sidney . Lumet (Long
Day's Journey-- into.. Night... Fail
Safe) has to rely totally on the
acting and a beautifully designed
set to keep the movie tempo up.
Murder on the Orient Express
"Couport
on any
one pair of
jeans or top.
OH 1400A
r i
Hell Week Activities are
Once Again Questioned
.. cont. from pg. 1 - ; Instead of introducing the pro- -
had had the courage to disband
a proposal must have been quite a
blow to those who feh that they
had just made a daring and
important decision which he com-
mended them for making. Tin
sure they were thinking 'What do
they want from, us anyway?',"
Lewis speculated
As a result of this meeting, and
also after talking to Dr. Havholm
over the summer, Lewis decided to
withdraw the original proposal. "I
recognized that such an 'ulti-- '
matum would generate a negative
'response, ft is -- only fair that
students and faculty have . an
opportunity to listen, discuss, and
respond to these issues." '
has an . all-sta- r : cast. Along with
Finney, who begins slow but ends
.
-- big as Poirot, there is also Lauren
BacaD. Martin Balsom, Jacqueline
Bisset, Sean Connery, Anthony
Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave,
. Richard - Widmark, and Michael
York to name a few of the twelve
suspects.! Clearly this is a movie
where these celebrities are allowed
to ham it up, and indeed they do. It
' is the acting which provides for the
- highlights of the --film, and which '
makes Murder on the
.
Orient
.-'Ex-
press a movie worth seeing.
Stop in Now!
lMMWWtSt.
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Fire Prevention Week Ignites Some
Special Concern for Safety Habits
cord, from pg. 2 "' .
adopted this comprehensive fire
loss report method to assist their
fire prevention efforts. But in spite
of such concentrated endeavor,
fire killed more than 300 Ohioans
last year and . destroyed $157
million dollars worth of property.
Such staggering figures point up
the alarming increase in fire related .
deaths of previous years and a
need for continued fire prevention
education. '
- Tuesday, October 9, marks the
- 68th year of Fire Prevention Day-inaugur- ated
on the anniversary of
i the "Great Chicago Fire" of 1871.
William B. Sanders, State Fire
i Marshal, reminds Ohioans that this
date signalled the real start of fire
prevention in this country and not
just putting out fires.
"Fire prevention is the one sure
way to reduce this needless loss of
life and property in our state,"
says Sanders. "We have learned
posal this fall. Lewis is gathering
interested faculty together for a
meeting next week so that they can
discuss these issues and talk to
clubs and sections. Lewis wants the
entire campus to address these
issues asa whole, and is looking for
students, both section members
and nonmenbers, who wish to talk
about changing the concept of Hell
Week to a more positive exper-
ience where the entire college and
community might benefit from the
activities. "I have had to observe
the effects of Hell Week," , Dr.
Lewis pointed out, "not only as a
- member of Wooster's faculty, but
also- - as a student. It seems to me
that after ignoring this issue for so
'long, if is time someone does
something, especially when there is
a lot of positive support from both
students and faculty. I want to
follow this Issue through,"
The Voice plans to continue to
print a series of weekly articles on
the various issues of Hell Week
restructuring.
mnnv
PEOPLE
are irrra
iDErmcflL,
BLflFlO UUES..
MAYBE YCU CAN DO
COllETHING DIFFERENT!
IF YOU ARE WORKING ON DEGREE IN EDUCATION HEALTH,
THE SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS, AGRICULTURE, BUSINESS,
INDUSTRIAL ARTS, SOCIOLOGY, URBAN PLANNING, ARCHITECTURE,
LIBERAL ARTS, OR IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE IN FARMING OR
CONSTRUCTION, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER PEACE CORPS OR VISTA.
IF YOU RE CONCERNED ABOUT BASIC PROBLEMS WHICH AFFECT
PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD FOOD AND WATER, HEALTH AND
HOUSING, JOBS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE AND ARE NOT AFRAID
TO SPEND ONE OR TWO YEARS IN. A
CONTACT PEACE CORPS AND VI STA r
"
V toll free 1-M0-5- 21-8686
RPS
that many, many more lives can be
saved and our property losses cut
dramatically, when concerned
communities and individuals join
In fire prevention programs state-
wide," Sanders said.
.
The Fire Prevention Bureau was
set up to promote education in
urban and rural fire prevention and
protection-througho- ut the year,
not just during Fire Prevention
Week observance. The Marshal
urges all Ohioans to plan and
practice good home fire preven-
tion, keeping their homes as
fire-saf- e as possible.
In keeping with this year's theme
of "Partners in Fire Prevention,"
the Fire Prevention Bureau has a
wide variety of free educational
pamphlets available. These include
materials on wood burning stoves,
smoke detectors, how to conduct a
fire drill and plan a home fire
escape" route, home fire safety
check lists and much more. The
Bureau also has more than 150
films in its library as well as slide
programs to loan schools, organ-
izations and the fire service.
THE
I PARTY
in th Collaf Hillt SHOPSftsppinf Cmr
Ptton- - 3B24840
Flair Travel :
Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
If ust off the College Campus
For ALL Your Travel
Inquiries and Needs
CALL
264-650- 5
DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENT,
RECRUITERS AT:
.
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SGA reps: from left-fron- t: Holly Fortrium, Gretchen Jahrling, Libby Black, Kathy Wolf. Back row:
PhyDis Jones, Robin Bunn, Gayle Rene Jackson, Lynne Barnard, Peggy TrabalsL Photo by LesE
Schwartz. '"
Under Rowan, SGA Plans a Year
of Active Participation on Campus
cont. from pg. 1
As the representative of
students to many different bodies.
Rowan views the role of SGA as
being a forum or support group for
issues that people would like to see
raised, as well as carrying out their
traditional functions. The most
recent example of this was the"
passage of a resolution staring that
the SGA was against peace-tim- e
registration for the draft. As the
"
"official word of the student
WORLD-WID- E
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
( PH ON E2H-93- 99 J
c 7 -
government," resolutions such as
this ' can be - important for
influencing Congressmen on
various issues, explained Rowan.
Over the summer,- - Rowan
combined efforts - with Cindy
Weiler, chairperson of Campus
Council, to develop an energy
awareness program on campus.-Bot- h
women saw a need for one
'especially in view of the harsh
winters and other national energy
programs in effect now. Rowan
began writing the White House,
and then while in Washington,
D.C. "this summer, she visited
congressional offices compiling
information. Rowan would like to
see a core committee from the
New Directors of Douglass Plan to
Strengthen Humanitarian Emphasis
t
-- , cont. from pg. 4
become blocked through misinter-
pretation between, instructor and
student. The Stevens' also feel that
the Douglass humanitarian em-
phasis needs to be --strengthened,
hence, various programs are in
planning stages to restore the
dorm's Tfirm, special, identity" it
once had.
Bonnie and Dennis are both
BORED ON
SATURDAY NIGHT?
THe Wooster Inn
DINNER COOKED AT
YOUR TABLE
;
5:00 :--8:00 P.M.
Reservations.
campus actually , draw up the
energy program for the college.
Another project on which the
' SGA is collaborating with other
groups, is the drive for a new bus
for the college. Of the venture
Rowan says, "Basically SGA is
supplying manpower and
suggestions." r
The interaction between SGA
'"and other campus organizations is
viewed positively by Rowan. In
; respect to this, one of the biggest ,
improvements this year Rowan
feels, is the open communication
between SGA, SAB and Campus
Council. Explains Rowan, "We all
realized it was better to pool our
efforts and work together."
satisfied with the cultural and
academic environment at Wooster.
"We both love the atmosphere,"
" profess the professors, and for the
present plan to remain at. the
college. "Future plans" though,
states Bonnie, "are made by other
people to a large extent. Rarely are
teaching jobs permanent
positions." r
; - f
East
.
Wayne Avenue
Suggested -2- 64-2341
. .
-
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WCVVS' Fall Programming Schedule
Provides For Alternative Listening
by Chris Creager
Big things are happening at
WCWS. The radio station ." on
campus has and is planning many
exciting programs for the students
and townspeople.:' " -- .
Tuned on 92 FM on your dial.
WCWS is a non-commerci- al alter-
native station servicing the College
and the residents of Wooster and
Wayne County with the power of
thirty radiated miles. WCWS de
scribes itself as an alternative radio
station because it offers alternatives
to other commercial stations in the
area. Therefore, it must offer a
wide rangeof music. .Dan Harkirtsr
. of Public Affairs?'outlined the daily
programming at the station Mon-
day through Friday," listeners
awaken to the sounds of mild rock,
which --makes way for the mid-da- y '
classical concert, then on to jazZi a
switch back to classical music, then
toward the end. top forty rock and
- experimental rock wind up. the
musical programming of the day.
In addition tomusic. WCWS also
offers news, sports "and public.,
.service announcements. v.
' Most of the news is read directly''
from a UPI teletype 'machine in the
station. Most national sports are
also from the same 'source -- with
supplements of remote broadcasts
of home games. This quarter., the
station also hopes to broadcast one
away football game and one away --
basketball game in the spring.
Presently filling the 6:15:7:00
p m slot, are "Auditorium Organ",
a show where an organist plays
and comments on. selections from
Bach and other composers. "Allan-,- .
ta Dateline", dealing with topics of
.M
scholarly concern and a show from
Washington. DC. with Congress- - :
man Ralph Regula as host. Other
shows include "Arts in Ohio",
produced by the Ohio Arts Coun-
cil, and "Scope".' produced by the
United. Nations... ;
Monday nights at 6:15 WCWS
will broadcast a show. produced by .
the Career Planning and Place-
ment Service here on campus. The
hosts are Lisa Carter and Steve
Crawford. ".'79 "graduates ; of
Wooster who are now Administra- -
Minority Program Continues
PRINCETON, NJ. (September
20, 1979.) The Minority
Internship Program, operated
successfully for the first time last
year, will continue in 1980,
according to the Newspaper
Fund. .
Application forms "for a
minimum of 10 scholarships,
valued at $1,000 each, ,: and
summer internships on major daily
newspapers have been mailed to
several hundred colleges.'
.?
Minority college students who
plan to begin graduate study in the
fall of 1980 are eligible for" the
program, which involves a pre-intemsh- io
course, a summer job
-
- .
IN THE RAMADA INN
- Autumn leaves 'are here.
Drop by and pick
We have
--
- five Interns This show is basically
7" to expose students to the irrfpor- -
tant. and beneficial services the
CPPS has to offer. Other regular "
.
shows include "Keyboards and
Mortals" at 10:50 a.m. Monday.
--
". Tuesday. Thursday " and . Friday.
The host of this show plays and
comments on famous classical
piano' music, played off of late
; nineteenth century piano - rolls.
Every Wednesday at 10 a.m.. the
.'. Convocations in Mateer Aud-
itorium' are broadcast. Monday
through Friday at 5:13 p.m.. "Star
Date" is broadcast covering events
nnd subjects in-th- e universe and
bVyo" Later this Fall hV station
will be receiving some tapes from
the University of Austin including
programs like "In Black'America-- .
Consider the Alternatives". "Uni-
versity Forum". "The Latin Amer-
ican Experience" and - "Radio
Nederland". a Dutch program that
expresses European '"Opinions of .
America's culture and customs.
The. next quarter,, also holds
promise for interesting things to be
heard over the air-wave- s. In the
' winter "'quarter.- - the; time slot
"6:lf7:00 p m. will hopefully be --
filled' "With Wooster community
programs. The CPPS show will be
continued, along '. with pro-- .
grams---featurin- g the-"- : Frick - Art .
Museum.- - the - Wayne ' County ,
Co Operative Extension -- 'Service
(dealing with consumer and house-
hold problems of area farmers and
homeowners). United Way
agencies such as Red Cross, the
city police department, the county
sheriff department, the public
library and possibly a ' politically
oriented-progra- m with participa;
tioV from all the political parties in
the community. There is. also a
possibility of a show where faculty
members ; will be , interviewed.
Other services - include election
night coverage of state, county and
nation wide elections and the
airing of the "Metropolitan .Opera"
produced by Texaco in the winter
quarter and the "Chicago Lyric
Opera" in the spring quarter.
'' WCWS is planning an exciting
year of programming and every-
one is encouraged to get involved.
as a newspaper copy, editor or
reporter, and a scholarship.
Newspapers hiring interns for .
'-
-. the 1979 program were: Detroit
. Free Press; Hartford Courant;
Louisville .Courier-Journal- ;
Louisville Times; Milwaukee
- Journal; " Minneapolis Tribune,
New York Times; , Providence
'Journal; St. Paul Pioneer Press;
Wall Street Journal; - and
Washington Post. .
.
4 Application forms are available
--
. from the Newspaper Fund, P.O.
Box 300, Princeton. N.J. 08540. .
"fr Deadline for completed
applications is Thanksgiving Day.
Pike's Peak
Shop
up your color films.
'- - --
.''-; . --
.i
them all!
BMI Sponsors Awards
young ' composers in the 23th
- annual BMI Awards to Student
' Composers ' competition spon-
sored by Broadcast Music, Inc.,
the world's largest perforrning
' riohts fcreruana nraaniTAKim
Established in 1951 in
- exoneration with music educators
and composers, the BMI Awards
--
;. project annually gives cash prizes
- to
.
encourage the creation of
concert. music . rtu - ttirlnr
Hemisphere --and . to aid them in
financing their musical education. :
Prizesrantma from$500 toS200
" wiO be awarded at the discretion of
the judges. To date, 245 students,
ranging in age from & to 25, have
received BMI Awards. .."'."','
Ihe iyYJO dMI Awards
'competition is open to student
composers who are citizens or
permanent residents of the
Western Hemisphere and are
enrolled in accredited secondary '
. .i i iiscnoois, coueges ana conserva-
tories, or engaged in private study
with recognized and established .
teachers anywhere in the world.
Entrants must be under 26 years of '
FN 1 A 4 Tk.age on uecemoer ji, rxo
limitations -- are . established as to
instrumentation,' stylistic
considerations, or length of works
Graduate Fellowships from NSF
For Advanced Work in Science
WASHINGTON, D.C. The
National Research Council wfll
again advise the National Science
Foundation in the selection of
. . , ,i- - i r r i -cancuaaies ior . ine rounaanon s
program of Graduate Fellowships.
engineers appointed , by-- -- the
National Research Council will
evaluate qualifications of
applicants. Final selection of
Fellows will be made by the
Foundation, with awards to be
announced in March 1980.
Eligibility in the NSF Graduate
Fellowship Program is limited to
those irxlividuals who, as of the
time of application, have not-complete- d
postbaccalaureate
study in excess of 18 quarter hours
or 12 semester hours, or
equivalent, in any field of science,
engineering, social science, or
mathematics. Subject
.
to the
availability, of funds, new
fellowships awarded in the Springs
of 1980 wiS be for periods of three
years, the second and third years
contingent on certification to the
Foundation - by the fellowship
institution of the. student's
sansraciory progress lowara an
advanced degree in science.
' Applicants will be required to
take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test
submitted. Students may enter no
more than one composition which
needs not have been composed
. duringjhe year of entry.
The permanent chairman of the
BMI judging . panel is William
Schuman, distinguished American
.
composer and educator.
The panel of Preliminary Judges
for the 19779 contest was
Eleanor Cory, William Heller--
.
mann, Frank , Wigglesworth and
Maurice Wright, with Ulysses Kay
serving as Consultant. The Final
Judges were TJ. ... Anderson,
Milton Babbitt, ; Elliott Carter,
Mario Davidovsky, Lukas Foss,
Frederic Goossen, Otto Luening,
Bruce . MacCombie, Bernard
Rands, Phillip Rhodes and Netty
Simons, with William Schuman as
Presiding Judge.
The sixteen winners in the 1978-7-9
contest, ranging in age from 13
to 25, were presented cash awards
at . a reception at the St. Regis- -
: Sheraton, New York City, May 10,
1979.
The 1979-8- 0 competition closes
February 15, 1980. Official rules
and entry blanks are available
from James G. Roy, Jr., Director
BMI Awards to Student
Composers, Broadcast Music,
Inc., 320 West 57th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10019.
aptitude and "scientific achieve
ment. " V
" The ' deadline date for the
submission of applications for
NSF Graduate Fellowships is
November 29, 1979. Further
information and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National
Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, Washing-
ton, D.C: 20418.
merv
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by Mark Plersonj Former Genesis guitarist Steve
Hackett recently released his third
album," entitled Spectral Mornings,
' on the Chrysalis label. The music
which Hackett has recorded on this
LP ranges from hard rock to songs
which embody classical guitar and
synthesizer work. It is definitely not
an album for anyone who would
condescend to putting "the Bee
Gees on their turntable, for it
requires one to actually listen to
the LP carefully to enjoy the detail
which - Hackett' employs in his
music.
The departure of Steve Hackett
from Genesis is one which
changed the musical format of that
band. Hackett was the second
member of the band to depart (the
first, of course, was Peter Gabriel),
and thus the last Genesis album
was appropriately entitled "And
Then There Were Three". One
only needs to listen to the live
Genesis "Seconds Out" LP with
Hackett and the recent LP without
Hackett to understand the differ-
ence his departure made. Genesis
.with Hackett always had a sort of
' eerie, mythical type of style, the
mood ; of
,
which was set ' by .
Hackett's guitar work and Tony
Banks' keyboards. While Genesis
hit : the commercial market - with
"Follow You, Follow Me" Steve
Hackett has been satisfied to play
his own style of music which
continues that which he became
widely acclaimed for during his
years with Genesis.
This is the first time Hackett has
--a band of his own to make an
album and go on tour, His first solo
LP, "Voyage of the Acolyte", was
produced while he was still with
Genesis, and the members of that
band appear on the LP. Immed-
iately after his departure from the
group he brought in such musi-
cians as Phil Ebart and Steve
Walsh from Kansas and 'Richie
Havens to appear on "Please
Don't Touch". Although the musi-
cians -- on Spectral Mornings are
somewhat unfamiliar they are
.
quite v excellent, especially
drummer John Shearer who com-
plements Hackett's complex guitar
style very well.
The album begins with a driving
rock song entitled "Every Day",
and in the last three minutes of the
song one
.
finds Hackett playing
some versatile guitar riffs which
defy comparison. "The Virgin and
the .Gypsy" is more hi line with
Hackett's usual material, using
classical guitar and overiayed with
the rich, mellow lead playing of an
electric guitar which sounds almost
2:00
October 5,
Hackett Cuts
like a synthesizer. Immediately
after this song fades out one hears
the sharp notes of a Koto
(Cantonese) beginning "The Red
Flower of Tachai Blooms Every-
where". It is interesting that while
many musicians have employed
instruments from the East very few
have used Chinese instruments,
and the use of the Koto here
presents a very mellow atmo-
sphere. The song ends with the
crash of cymbals, after which one
- hears what sounds like two
separate clocks ticking, one out of
each speaker. Suddenly a drum
roll emerges and Hackett rips out
some heavy lead work, after which
the clocks return and the same
pattern is repeated. The song ends
with an excellent drum solo and
some crashing guitar chords.
" It is ironic that on the back cover
of this album there is a picture of
Steve playing the guitar and
singing, for out of his three albums
there are only two songs which
Hackett himself sings. On this
album he vocalizes on "The Ballad
of the Decomposing Man" which is
a little ditty on the life of blue collar
and white collar workers in a:
factory: (Freddy on the chainsaw
lost his feet, thinking about a
blonde hell never meet"). It's a .
decent tune, but it sounds at the
end like a Spanish folk song with '
Desi Arnaz influences.
Side two is a very spacey, eerie
presentation ; of musical themes
which begins with "Lost Time in
Cordoba". Here Hackett employs
a classical guitar style similar to that
used on Genesis' "In This Quiet
Earth", overiayed with a bit of
synthesizer which sets a sort of --
Medieval atmosphere. Next is
"Tigermoth", in which Hackett
uses 1001 different techniques of
playing his instrument in order to
set the mood he wants. "Tiger-moth- "
is an expression of the
horrors and sufferings of World
War II, and only with that
understanding In mind can one- -
1
I enjoy a balanced diet, but I worry about
cholesterol. I eat countless peanut butter
sandwiches between meals. Is there any
reason to be worried?
Peanut butter is not a notorious cause of
heart attacks, except when taken
intravenously ...
8
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Own Album
appreciate the various musical
themes and nuances which
Hackett presents in this piece.
Finally, the side ends with a
return to a more recognizable style
of music with the title cut, "Spectral
Mornings". In this instrumental
Hackett uses the guitar to present a
very ecstatic mood, and the energy
of his lead playing against the
gentle background of a synthesizer
and some excellent percussion is
very uplifting. This song ends the
album nicely as it fades out into the
cosmos and dissipates the intensity
- which was built up during the --
piece.
1
"Spectral Mornings"' is a good
album for the type of music it
represents, but injustice wiO be
done if one tries to put it in a
"category" of music which
America's radio stations often try
to do. It wiO suffice to say that
Steve Hackett is one of the most
unique musicians in the rock field
today, and his style is one which
many progressive musicians have
attempted to copy (usually unsuc-
cessfully). Hopefully Steve Hackett
one day will get the recognition he
- deserves, but in the meantime the
Bee Gees remain the epitome of
the commercialized music which
permeates this country's airwaves.
...
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Pavlovitch Leads Woo
Through Sloppy Course
byJohnClegg
- The College of Wooster cross
country team came up against
some stiff competition as teams
from Ohio, Pennsylvania, West,
Virginia and Michigan gathered at
the Malone College Invitational
Saturday.
Wooster finished 14th in the
20-tea-m pack. Cleveland State's
Don James took first place with a
time of 25:02, as the CSU runners
totaled just 42 points to take first in
the team competition. Pitt was
second with 85, with hosting
Malone third at 86.
The Ohio Athletic Conference
was paced by an eighth-plac- e finish
.by Ohio Wesleyan, while Mount
Union was ninth. Kenyon, which
had defeated Wooster earlier in the
week, placed behind the Scots in
the 18th position.
Joey Pavlovitch continued to be
the Scots' most impressive runner,
as his time, of 27:12 placed him
39th out of the 137 runners. The
teamwork of sophomores Mark
Elderbrock and John Metz yielded
mem rimes of 28:13 and 28:20
respectively, good enough for 70th
; and 74th places. Another Scot
v twosome of Stu Mitchell and John
Johns finished up in 85th and 90th
J places, with Mitchell running a
28:35 and Johns a 28:41.
Wooster coach Jim Bean de-
scribed the course as "considerably
less difficult than Wooster's," but
the dreary weather and muddy
conditions hampered the runners'
ability. All of the Scots' times were
slower than their normal paces.
The Scots will have a chance to
improve their mark in the OAC as
they travel to Muskingum for a
dual meet Saturday.
Betas look qood in IM football.
THIS WEEK IN WOOSTER
SPORTS ACTION:
HELD HOCKEY vs Denison
HOME Sat, lHXvs Ashland!
away Oct 10
SWIMMING vs Ohiq Wesleyan;
away Oct 6; vs Denison away
Oct 10
FOOTBALL vs Otterbein away i
Oct. 6
'
iSOCCER vs Earlham HOME Oct. j
f r rr n 1- - y-o, uu: vs oownnq ureen
HOME Oct 9, 3:30
CROSS COUNTRY vs Muskin
gum away Oct. 6; vs Baldwin- - j
Wallace awau Oct 10
VOLLEYBALL vs Rio Grande,;
Xavier at Rio Grande Oct 6; vsi
" Ohio Dominican, Ohio wesleyan ;
HOME Oct 11, 6:30
fle$8en:E8525 Pizza
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big-Secre- t!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushrooms. Anchovies, Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go.
Also Serving Italian .American Foods
WEljCOr.IE TO V003TER!
fe Come See Us:
I Wee2sdays-5p,m.-la.- m.g Fri. Sat-5p.m.-2a.m- ..,g Sunday Carry-O-ut Only 5-1-2. Oosed Tues.
Goalie Linda Paynter preserved the Scotties third straight shut-ou- t. Photo by Joei Laxar.
Scotties' Streak Still Going Strong
by Kathy Majeski
The College of Wooster Scotties
field hockey team defeated the
visiting Cleveland Club, 3-- 0, Satur-
day afternoon on the Scotties
home field. i
The win upped Wooster's record
to a perfect 3-- 0, and also extended ;
its shutout string to three' straight.
"The preseason training, of ball
control and conditioning we em-
phasized is now paving off." said
FRANKLY SPEAKING
0UR ATTENTION PI4SE., TUB RESULTS
Of OJR CARBON RVTOG ON
THE CAfTEKlA YANJLU TOPPING
HAVE OUST ARRy?P- -
. 10,250 on File All Academic Subjects ,
Send $1 .00 for your up-to-da- te, 306-pag- e mail order catalog:
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873 ... .
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY.
STATE.
head coach Kathy Fitzgerald.
"People now feel comfortable and
natural in various positions, and
our entire bench is seeing action.
Our depth has been a big factor.
The Scotties first goal, was
scored with 33:00 left in the first
half, on a push in by Beth Kewley
(May Vlahos assist). Vlahos collect-
ed her second assist as' freshman
Cindy Runnette tipped in her pass
at 27:23. Junior Meg Bode closed
i.V.byphil frank
--
ZIP-
out the scoring at 7:16 of the
second half.
"Both Bode and Vlahos played
excellent games, ; added Fitz-
gerald. "Phis freshman Linda
Paynter had her first real test at
goalie as she'had nine saves."
Wooster will host rival Denison
at 11 a.rn. .Saturday. ,
V-Ball- ers Split
In Tri-Me- et
by Sally Widman
- The College of Wooster volley-Kil- l
team beat the Muskingum
Muskies but lost to the Ohio
University Bobcats in a tri-mat- ch at
Muskingum last Saturday.
The Scotties lost the first game
to Muskingum 13-1- 5 but rallied
behind the serves of Jani Oder to
.vin the second game 15-1- . The
le.im stayed on top and finished
. the match with a 16-1- 4 win.
The day did not end on a
winning note, however. After
seeing the strong offensive attack
exhibited by O.U.. the Scotties
became flustered. losing the match
in two straight. 12-1- 5. 8-1- 5. Said
coach Geri Knortz, "We went-int- o
the match with a defeatist attitude
.
We lacked intensity, and together-
ness on the court But today was a
definite improvement from last
week."
;The Scotties travel to Rio
Grande Saturday.
Mike Douglas
says:"IfM)u
kiiowCPIjDU
rctCT know when
ycuTlsavealifeT
I
XJardiqpcIaionaiy
resuscitation tmoiss
is andJatie thirjch
yarn local Red.Qvss
Chapter GO.
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Ficvk Passing Cures Scot Offense:
Otterbein rlldorhs as Next Challenge
.
fcy Hank Sperry ; v""if
, Wooster football coach --Torn,
i HoUman knew It was just a. matter "
of time: He knew he ' had ''.a -
- potentially explosive offense," but
was puzzled why it had not scored "
a touchdown hi two games. All he:
needed was a catalyst,
--
,a leader :
who . could bring it all together. - .
.Enter freshman Steve Ficyk, me -
' new Scot quarterback. Rcyk tied a ;
12-ye- ar
.-Wo-
oster record when he '
came off
.
the bench at Oberlin and "
connected- - Jlor three touchdown
passes in the Scots' 41-- 0 trouncing
.
of the. Yeomen. "He's our starter," --
stated Hoflman. "He showed he'
has the potential to be a; good
' passing quarterback. But we know
that he an get better. We're not
stopping here." ' '
While the offense is 'finally
Setting" . untracked, the- - defense
keeps rolling along. The Scots lead
me uac in total defense, allowing
only seven points and 450 yards in
three games. Capital University,iwhich ranks second, has given up
.. 587 --yards.. The'whole team has
performed well, i . It's been : an
11-ma- n
. effort," said defensive
.'coordinator Bob Morgan. --"
: HoIJman's defense should - be
further solidified as Junior Mike
Rendina .(tacklel "and soph BiH'
Somerlot (end)
.
should both be
back in uniform after being side-
lined ;with injuries.
.
Both; were
penciled in as starters before the.
season began.
The Scots visit Otterbein Satur-
day for a night game. "Otterbein
will be the best football team we've
faced yet," said Hollman. "They've
- got great potential to score at
anytime."
The Cardinals, 2-- 1 on the year,
.
boast an All-Americ- an candidate in
running back Wayne Cummer-lande- r.
The senior tailback has
rushed for over 2100 yards in
. three seasons and, with the
- graduation of Wittenberg's super-bac- k
Dave Merrttt, ranks as the
' leading active career rusher irt the
OAC. He gained 105 yards in 26
carries against Wooster last vear.
The Cards beat Heidelberg last
week, 34-1-4. - ,
v--
A
Mike Rabin took advantage of warm weather to sharpen his tennis skills. Photo by Greg Tonkm.
Scots Play Toughy But Lose 3--1
. byMattOTarretl --
For the second time in four days.
The College of Wooster soccer
team played a deadlocked first half
only to have its hopes for victory
dashed by two quick goals in the
waning minutes of the game.
In a tightly-foug- ht battle reminis-
cent of the loss to Cleveland State
.
earlier in the week, the Scot
booters dueled visiting Wilmington
.
- College for a 1-- 1 halftime tie that
nonetheless resulted in a 3-- 1 loss
for the home team Saturday. ;
Nineteen minutes past the open-
ing kick, Wilmington's Mark Wilson "
scored the game's first goal with an ?
assist from Rocco Zingaro. With
4:37 remaining in the first half,
Wooster answered with a goal
from 18 yards out by freshman
forward-Georg- e Mauser, assisted
.
with a pass from soph Bob'Neff.
The score remained tied through
- the first 12 minutes of the second
period.. But then Imad EI-Macharras- sie,
. a junior halfback ;
from Lebanon, found the range
from 15 yards out to put Wilming-
ton back on top.
Four minutes later, left wing .
Steve Spirk attacked the Wooster
goal on a breakaway that looked
like an easy r third goal , for
Wilmington; -- Todd Drennan, the
Wooster goalkeeper, made a div-
ing save to. deflect the shot, and as
the loose baH edged toward the
open net, the Scots' Pete Randol
arrived just in time to boot the ball
upfield. v ' - ' -
However, Spirk- - was not to be
.denied on his nexf attempt, which
came at 25:18. The nimble
Wilmington left wing weaved his.
way past Wooster fullbacks Randol
and Jeff White along the goal line,--'
and his chip shot ' eluded the
outstretched arms of Drennan and
nestled in the net :
Wooster's attempted comeback
did not intensify until just under
eight minutes remained. With 7:55
on the clock, Wooster co-capta- in
Ken Kolich launched a shot from
20 yards out, but the shot was right
at the feet of Wilmington goalie
Eric Diehl, who punched the shot
away -
. . . .
- ;
-
Little more than three minutes
later, the Scots had their best --
scoring . opportunity of the half. .
Looking for his second -- assist on
the afternoon, Neff passed the ball
ahead o Kolich on the right side.
Hoping not to duplicate his shot of
three minutes earlier, Kolich chal-
lenged Diehl one-on-on- e by drib-
bling the ball for a closer shot But
DieHI met the challenge with a
perfectly timed slide to scoop up
the ball just as Kolich had cocked
his foot for the shot
Another Wooster scoring oppor-
tunity came with 1:58 left in the
game, but Rob .Wheatcroft's free
kick not only cleared the six-ma- n --
Wilmington wall ft sailed over the
crossbar by a good 20 feet as well.
Wooster's final - futile shot
dropped on top of the net, not in it
- with'the game's final seconds
ticking away. The Scots had again
succumbed to second-hal- f fatigue,
allowing themselves to be. outshot
.
13 to six in the second half, and 21
, to 13 for the entire game
Scots' Drennan gathered 1 1 1
nine in the second half, while
only had to work for six sav
entire afternoon.
With the season record not
Wooster has lost the last five
it has-take- n the field.
7
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- The College of Wooster will
host --the 16th Annual "W
Association Basketball - Clinic
Saturday, Oct. 6, from 8:30 to 3:30
p.m.
The Clinic, which has featured
some of the top basketball
coaches in the nation over the
years, will concentrate on high
school this year as four of the top
prep coaches across Ohio will be
featured speakers. Those four;,
coaches include John Lawhorn of
Warren Western Reserve, Joe
KHAT'p WE DO 7D
"
"ll
i v. -
Woo Hosts B-B-all Clinic
I
Petrocelli of Kettering Alter High,
Marty Chambers of Cleveland St.
Ignatius and Paul Frey - of
Cincinnati Elder.
Cost for the day-lon- g session is
$10, which includes lunch and golf
after the clinic. The event is open
to both men and women coaches,
on all levels. Registration will be
held from 8:30 - 9:30 a.m. For
further information please contact
the physical education depart-
ment at Wooster.
SAVE 65f
I Gcf o FREE qc3rt cf i
Ce:o-Cc- b dlh ih pctckzzo cf (
s cq fc3 Hero. )
VAPSVVOnTH WOOSTER
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STEP UP TO
EXCELLENCE
STEP UP TO
HEWLETT-PACKAR- D.
rf
CD C
& CD
CD
GD
mi
Now you can get a
Hewlett-Packar- d profes- - '
- sional business calcu- - 1
.
. lator starting as low as 175
For business or finance. "
you 11 find them an out- -'
standing investment.
"NEW FEATURES. -- '
MORE CONVENIENCE.
Easier to read. Larger, ."
brighter LED displays.
Commas are inserted
- between thousands for
Instant readability. ."
.
Checks raa. Checks
A UIVCJ GSCJEQAifFn i3c:sqt:c:3:::2L-Q::cj- . ;
CI2 C:2172QE25G.
Hewlett-Packar- d
just established
new standard of
excellence at an
affordable price.
Introducing Series E.
Easier to read.
Series E features a
new larger LED
display. And commas
reinserted between
thousands for
improved readability.
Checks you.
Checks Itself. Built-i- n
fi" fXi :i- - 'X'
0 'X' CD
diagnostic systems tell you: when
you've performed an incorrect
Operation, why it was incorrect,
and if the calculator isn't
working properly.
J Accuracy. We engineered a new
level of accuracy into Series E
so you can trust your answers are
correct and complete.
.
Hewlett-Packar- d "extras" are '
standard. Low battery warning
fcght; rechargeable batteries;
positive click keys; impact resistant
Case.
' The HP-31E-Scienti- fic.
Our new standard scientific Trigo- -
O rT1 'X
'T1 'X' 'X'
1 X' 'X1 'I'
iTiiTiTkiTi
if n
t CT'- - i !
: --T' t i
' nometric. exponential and math
functions. Metric conversions. Fixed
scientific display modes with full
10 digit mantissa. 4 user memories. -
The HP-32- E Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.'
Everything the HP-31- E is and
, more. More math and metrics. IS .
user memories. Hyperbolics, Statis-
tics, and ENGSCIFIX display
modes. Decimal degree conversions. '
The HP-33- E Programmable
Scientific I 49 lines of fully- -
.
merged keycodes. Editing keys,
control keys and full range of con-
ditional keys. 8 user memories.
Itself. Built-i- n diagnostic --
systems tell you when you've
.
performed an incorrect operation.' '
why it was incorrect, and if the --
calculator isn't working properly. '
Accuracy; Engineered to a new
.
levd of accuracy you need not
- be concerned if your answers are
correct or incomplete.
HP "extras" are standard. Low
battery warning light; recharge-
able batteries; positive click keys;
impact resistant cases.
THE HP-37- E BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT.
Your best choice for basic r --
business and finance. Has our new
HEWLETT- - PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
In logic systems.
Series E calculators
.
use RPN logic exclu-
sively. It's the
system that displays
intermediate results
for instant feedback; .
the system that lets
. you solve lengthy
problems with ease
and consistency.
In doc nine utarlon.
A complete modular
documentation system was designed
for Series E: Introductory Book-
lets; Owners' Manuals; Applications
Books for math. stat. real estate
leasing, investments and more. -
In quality. Hewlett-Packar- d
quality, dependability and reliability
are engineered into every Series
E calculator.
EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
HP-31- E
.
HP-32- E.
$50oo .
$7qoo
HP-33-E ; $90
tin c:t.7C2Qc:
i i
m
"cash flow sign convention" for .
intuitive problem solving. Handles
PV, PMT and FV simultaneously
Calculates, discounts, , mark-up-s
and amortization schedules. Stat- - '
- istics. 3 financial7 user memories.'.
THE HP-38- E ADVANCED
FINANCIAL WITH .
PROGRAMMABILITX
Our first financial programmable.
All the power of the HP-37- E and a
lot more. Routine and sophisticated --
problem solving at the touch of .
a key. No programming experience'
necessary. .
1RR and NPV for up to 1980 cash
13 G--
flows In 20 groups. 2000--
year calendar. 5 financial20
user memories. Up to 99 -
program lines. --
HEWLETT-PACKARD
.1 IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
In logic systems. Series E
.
calculators use RPN logic
. exclusively. It's the system
.
--
. that displays intermediate
--
,
results for instant feedback;
- the system that lets you
, . solve lengthy problems with
; ease and consistency. ;-I- n
documentation. A . -
, r ' 4 complete modular docu- -.
'mentation system was designed "
for Series E: Introductory Booklets;
Owners' Manuals; Application
Books for math, stat, real estate '
leasing, investments and more.
. . In quality. Hewlett-Packar- d '
--quality, dependability and reliability
are engineered into every Series
E calculator. ' -
EXCELLENCE AT AN
.J-.-
,' AFFORDABLE PRICE.' -
HP-37- E $7500 : 1
hp-m- e $120m
annnRinann
NEW PRICE; 0
GREAT VALUE
